“Vigilance Awareness
Week-2015”
Tendering process - Negotiations with L-1
CVC Circular No. 4/3/07
Reference is invited to the Commission's
circulars of even number, dated 25.10.2005
and 3.10.2006, on the above cited
subject. In supersession of the instructions
contained therein, the following consolidated
instructions are issued with immediate effect:(i) As post tender negotiations could often
be a source of corruption, it is directed
that there should be no post-tender
negotiations with L-1, except in certain
exceptional
situations.
Such
exceptional situations would include,
procurement of proprietary items, items
with limited sources of supply and
items where there is suspicion of a
cartel formation. The justification and
details of such negotiations should be
duly recorded and documented without
any loss of time.
(ii) In cases where a decision is taken to go
for
re-tendering
due
to
the
unreasonableness of the quoted rates, but
the requirements are urgent and a retender for the entire requirement would
delay the availability of the item, thus
jeopardizing the essential operations,
maintenance and safety, negotiations
would be permitted with L-1 bidder(s)
for the supply of a bare minimum
quantity. The balance quantity should,
however, be procured expeditiously
through a re-tender, following the
normal tendering process.
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(iii) Negotiations should not be allowed to
be misused as a tool for bargaining
with L-1 with dubious intentions or
lead to delays in decision-making.
Convincing reasons must be recorded
authority
recommending
by
the
negotiations. Competent authority should
exercise
due
diligence
while
accepting a tender or ordering
negotiations or calling for a re-tender and
a definite timeframe should be indicated
so that the time taken for according
requisite approvals for the entire process
of award of tenders does not exceed
one month from the date of submission
of recommendations. In cases where the
proposal is to be approved at higher
levels, a maximum of 15 days should be
assigned for clearance at each level. In
no case should the overall timeframe
exceed the validity period of the tender
and it should be ensured that tenders are
invariably finalized within their validity
period.

(iv) As regards the
splitting
of
quantities, some organisations have
expressed
apprehension
that
predisclosing
the
distribution
of
quantities in the bid document may not
be feasible, as the capacity of the L-1
firm may not be known in advance. It
may be stated that if, after due
processing, it is discovered that the
quantity to be ordered is far more than
what L-1 alone is capable of supplying
and there was no prior decision to split
the quantities, then the quantity being
finally ordered should be distributed
among the other bidders in a manner that
is fair, transparent and equitable. It is
essentially
in
cases
where
the
organisations decide in advance to
have more than one source of supply
(due to critical or vital nature of the item)
that the Commission insists on predisclosing the ratio of splitting the
supply in the tender itself. This must be
followed scrupulously.
(v) Counter-offers to L-1, in order to arrive
at an acceptable price, shall amount to
negotiations. However, any counter-offer
thereafter to L-2, L-3, etc., (at the rates
accepted by L-1) in case of splitting of
quantities, as pre-disclosed in the tender,
shall not be deemed to be a negotiation.
2. It is reiterated that in case L-1 backs-out,
there should be a re-tender.
3.
y
please be
noted for immediate compliance.
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